MBA with the five most recognized accreditations of the world.

CENTRUM Católica is among the 57 business schools that have achieved the three most important accreditations in the world.

- Number 1 International Management program in Latin America (Eduniversal Best Masters Ranking 2012-2013)
- Number 40 in the world (Eduniversal 2011)

CENTRUM Católica, the Graduate Business School of the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP) began operations in 2000 as an ambitious and challenging initiative to the training requirements of employers and executives of the region. CENTRUM Católica has established itself in a short time as one of the most attractive business schools in the region, due to its different programs with comprehensive and innovative approach.

In April 2011, CENTRUM Católica achieved EQUIS accreditation (European Quality Improvement System), becoming the first Latin American business school to achieve this level only in their short existence. CENTRUM Católica was the only Peruvian university to achieve this level of accreditation.

Four years later, in April 2015, CENTRUM Católica achieved AACSB (The Association of Advance Collegiate Schools of Business) accreditation, becoming the first Peruvian university to achieve this level of accreditation.

Why is accreditation important?

- It is a proven measure of the educational value that an institution of higher education provides - high quality education recognized worldwide.

In addition to the above, accreditation is the only way to know that an institution or program provides high quality education recognized worldwide.

WELCOME TO CENTRUM CATÓLICA
WHY CHOOSING THE INTERNATIONAL MBA PROGRAM CENTRUM - MAASTRICHT?

DOUBLE SIMULTANEOUS INTERNATIONAL MBA DEGREE

CENTRUM - MAASTRICHT?
INTERNATIONAL MBA PROGRAM
WHY CHOOSING THE

· Beta Gamma Sigma Society
· On An Emerging Economy For Future Experiences.
· Modern Concepts Of Strategic Business
· Networked Knowledge Community.
· Culturally Diverse Faculty And Staff.
· Top-of-the-line Teaching Methodology.

INTERNATIONAL MBA DEGREE

· Internationally Accredited Program.
· Magister in Strategic Business Administration
· MBA by Maastricht School of Management, (PUCP).
· Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú
· The Netherlands.

OUR TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Attributes
And Managerial Leadership
Focused on Program
· FULL ENGLISH PROGRAM FOCUSED ON LEADERSHIP AND MANAGERIAL ATTRIBUTES

The participant reviews a full comprehension English training, allowing him or her to develop the skills or areas with a focus on efficiency, professional standards in the following areas:

STRATEGY AND LEADERSHIP

· Effective Communications
· Change Management
· Leading Change in Multinationals
· Research Methods/Teaching and Learning Methodologies
· Emerging Attributes
· Strategy Management
· Mergers & Acquisitions
· Global Corporate Strategy

OPPORTUNITIES

Our program offers a doctoral faculty from both schools and institutions. Our students receive personalized advice about the type of leadership, critical thinking and managerial attributes based on the goals of leadership at the end of the program.

· Strategic Management
· Management Decision Making Tools
· Strategic Management
· Global Supply Chain Management
· Information Technology & E-Business

FINANCE

· Financial Accounting
· Financial Mathematics
· Financial Economics
· Microeconomics & Economic Policy
· Finance in International Markets
· Financial Management

The investment program includes:

· Airline travel from Amsterdam to Maastricht.
· Access to Maastricht Computer Center.
· Part-time study trip to Europe.
· Access to Maastricht Information Center.
· Business visits.
· Partial food (breakfast and lunch).
· Accommodation in double room.
· Airport transfer from Amsterdam to Maastricht.

Participants will travel to the Maastricht School of Management in the Netherlands. In this School, the most distinguished professors teach classes on economic, political, and social environment and European legislation. Also, the academic rigor is complemented with visits to major companies in the country, where new trade opportunities are analyzed and identified.

STUDY AND BUSINESS TRIP TO EUROPE

The investment program does not include:

· Visas expenses, according to the rules of each country.
· Insurance or renewal of passport.
· Accommodation in double room.
· Airport transfer from Amsterdam to Maastricht.
· Travel insurance.
· Air Tickets.
· Hotel costs.
· Meals or other expenses not specified above

CAREER MANAGEMENT WITH LEE HECHT HARRISON - DBM

Through our strategic alliance with Lee Hecht Harrison - DBM, a global leader in the field of executive placement, our students will receive personalized advice on personal marketing strategies and career development, enabling them to improve their employability.

CONFERENCE WITH LEE HECHT HARRISON - DBM

Career management with Lee Hecht Harrison is offered to our students.

DURATION

30 months part-time